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On Easter Sunday, April 9, 1944, church services at Fort Clark, Texas were well attended by members of the Women's Army Corps (WAC). As the WAC members entered the church, according to documents in ProQuest History Vault from the records of the Women's Army Corps, five Black WAC personnel sat in seats in the middle of the church and Black members of the choir sat in the front pews on the right side of the church. This seating decision by the Black WAC personnel marked a protest of segregation at Fort Clark. Prior to April 9, Black members of the Women's Army Corps had been attending church services and sitting in a segregated area of the church on the left side of the church, and Black members of the choir typically sat in the loft in the rear of the chapel. During the week after the Easter Sunday services, the post commander at Fort Clark instructed the chaplain to enforce the segregated seating policy. The following Sunday, April 16, no African American WACs, except the Chaplain's two assistants, attended the service. \(^1\)

In July 1945, three African American WACs, Helen H. Smith, Georgia Lee Boson, and Tommie D. Smith, were charged by the Army with "being disorderly in uniform in a public place." These charges grew out of an incident at the Greyhound Bus Station in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. On July 10, according to documents in ProQuest History Vault, Helen H. Smith arrived at the station, police officer Robert Thomas Irwin entered the station and saw the three WACs in the white waiting area. He told them to move into the "colored" waiting area. When they refused Irwin drew his blackjack and started striking Boson and Helen Smith with the blackjack. Boson and Tommie Smith then left the bus station, but Officer Irwin took Helen Smith to the police station in Elizabethtown. \(^2\)

These incidents in 1944 and 1945 involving African American WACs fit into the broader narrative of African American protest during World War II. Since the late 1960s, historians have written about World War II as an important moment in the Black Freedom Struggle. One of the pioneering works on this topic is Richard M. Dalfiume's 1968 essay in the *Journal of American History* entitled "The Forgotten Years of the Negro Revolution." Since the publication of Dalfiume's essay, there has been a significant amount of scholarship on the civil rights struggle during World War, however, in her recent book, *Glory in Their Spirit: How Four Black Women Took on the Army During World War II*, Sandra M. Bolzenius points out that the stories of African American members of the Women's Army Corps are less well known. \(^3\) In this use case, we look at the documentation on African American WACs in ProQuest History Vault and ProQuest Historical Newspapers.

In February 1942, the *Pittsburgh Courier* started the "Double V" drive for victory at home against prejudice and discrimination as well as victory abroad against the enemies of democracy. The *Pittsburgh Courier*’s campaign was a response to a letter it published on January 31, 1942 from James G. Thompson of Wichita, Kansas. In the letter, titled "Should I Sacrifice To Live 'Half-American'?," Thompson suggested what he called a Double VV for a doubled victory: "The first V for victory over our enemies from without, the second V for victory over our enemies from within." \(^4\) The following week, in the February 7, 1942 issue, and two months after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Edgar T. Rouzeau, editor and manager of the Pittsburgh Courier's New York Office, wrote about Black America's stake in World War II, with words that very much echoed Thompson's letter from the week before. Rouzeau wrote:

> Reduced to its very essence, this means that Black America must fight two wars and win in both. … Our two wars are inextricably intertwined. And this being true, we must believe sufficiently in our cause at home if we are to contribute our utmost toward a successful war effort abroad. \(^5\)

Shortly after the Pittsburgh Courier declared the Double V Campaign, in May 1942 the U.S. Congress created that Women's

---

Army Auxiliary Corps (in July 1943, the name was shortened to the Women's Army Corps). At this time, the U.S. Army was still segregated and the Women’s Army Corps enforced the strict racial quoted system that limited Black WACs to 10 percent or less. (Even with the limitation of ten percent, African American enrollment in the WACs generally was less than five percent of the total WAC force during the war, primarily as a result of the high demand for workers in defense-related industries.)

The first WACs arrived at Fort Des Moines, Iowa in 1942 and contained forty black women, exactly ten percent of the WAC population at Fort Des Moines. Nicknamed the “ten-percenter,” the Black WACs were heavily segregated from their white counterparts: separate mess halls, separate housing, and separate training. Despite the segregation, the War Department maintained that WAC was a place of equal opportunity.

In the summer of 1942, Vera Knapp, of the Bronx, New York, publicly charged the WAC with racially discriminating against her. She enlisted the help of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League and asked for an investigation to be completed. In the report, it was explained how “Miss Vera Knapp (colored) was accepted as a member of the Auxiliary Aircraft Warning Service on January 19th, 1942.” She was stationed in the New York Information Center where she trained for months in the Aircraft Warning Service. Fort Des Moines requested “the nine best qualified members of the Auxiliary Aircraft Warning Service” out of the New York station and Miss Knapp applied. During her interview she was informed that “Negro enrollment in the Aircraft Warning Service of the WAC was not presently being accepted.” She was then advised to submit a general application to WAC and “risk being assigned to any duty required” despite her skilled training over the past seven months. Despite all this information, the War Department concluded there was “no evidence of racial discrimination or bad feeling” in the New York center and emphatically noted “relations between white and colored personnel are cordial and satisfactory.”

The fight continued as the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League was given conflicting information and requested “to know whether there are any special regulations regarding the enrollment or segregation of Negroes,” specifically within the Aircraft Warning Service. The correspondence suggests limited information being shared with public entities. Initially, the D.C. Office of WAC responded that they had “no regulation available for distribution to the public” and regarding enrollment and segregation, “general regulations for the Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps apply to all enrollees whether white of colored and there is no discrimination whatever in the matter of enrollment either as officer candidate or as auxiliaries.” The response contradicts the report and suggest Black women are not limited by their race, something the WAC maintained publicly. Later correspondence corrected this notion informing the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League that there were two types of WAC companies: “one to serve in the Air Warning Services, and the other in various Post Headquarters.” Only two “colored” companies existed in Post Headquarter services and “Miss Knapp can enroll and be assigned to either one” of those companies “if she desires to join the WAC immediately.”

There were no “colored” companies for service with the Air Warning Service so, despite training for months for such a service, she had no company to join because of the War Department’s adherence to segregation regulations. The investigation and correspondence characterized Fort Des Moines from the outside but for the Black women there, the discrimination continued on the inside.

About one year after Knapp’s case, in September 1943 two major complaints were publicly lodged against Fort Des Moines in Iowa. On September 4, 1943, a group of African American WACs sent a letter to The Pittsburgh Courier detailing racial discrimination in placing them after basic training. They wrote: “Hundreds of Negro girls have completed their basic training four months ago” while “hundreds of white girls were also finished,” but “their orders usually come in for their company as a whole,” leaving “the majority negroes left behind to repeat their basic training.” The struggles of placements echoed Vera Knapp's complaints as WAC had a hard time placing Black women in segregated units.

of medical technicians. Their story echoed Vera Knapp’s and WACs were made hospital orderlies; some reduced from the rank they arrived at Fort Devens, WACs were given a uniform: white saying “Negro WACs were supposed to do ‘the dirty work.’” Once

The segregation in the Women’s Army Corps was not restricted to facilities in the United States. Segregation also impacted the assignment of WAC personnel to overseas service. On September 29, 1943, the NAACW sent a letter noting “150 WACS were sent to Canada for a parade, Negroes were excluded.” When the commandant was questioned, it was explained “that to send Negro WACs would be an international faux pas,” reinforcing American segregation on the international stage. In May 1944, First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt wrote to Oveta Culp Hobby asking if African American WACs would get a chance to serve overseas. Roosevelt’s letter is just one of many from civil rights leaders inquiring about racial discrimination in the Women’s Army Corps. Other correspondents asking about this topic included Gloster B. Current of the NAACP, Mary McLeod Bethune of the National Council of Negro Women, Thomasina W. Johnson of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Lula Jones Garrett of The Afro-American Newspapers, and others. Correspondence between African American leaders and the War Department discussing the discriminatory deactivation of the first and only all-black female band in military history. The letters and black national concern pressured the War Department to reanimate the band “based on the importance of the band to morale.” Within the collection, the War Department has their own separate discussion that referenced the outside pressure black newspapers and leaders put on them.

The episodes described here are just a small sampling of the stories of African Americans WACs during World War II. In addition to other documentation in ProQuest History Vault, ProQuest Black Historical Newspapers contain over 2,000 articles on the Women’s Army Corps. Secondary sources on African American WACs include dissertations, journal articles, and books in ProQuest Ebook Central.
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